**Examination venues**

**MAIN UCL EXAMINATION HALLS**

**EXAMACH** American Church
Tottenham Court Road W1T 4TD

**EXAMBUH**
**EXAMBGH**
**Great Hall**
Bishopsgate Institute
230 Bishopsgate EC2M 4QH

**EXAMCON** Conway Hall
25 Red Lion Square
WC1R 4RL

**EXAMCSH** Kennedy Room
Cecil Sharp House
2 Regent’s Park Road NW1 7AY

**EXAMCSP**
**EXAMCSU**
**EXAMCCO**
Spice Suite, CCT Venues
Sugar Suite, CCT Venues
Cocoa Suite, CCT Venues
CCT Venues, South Quay,
Canary Wharf, 193 Marsh Wall
E14 9SG

**EXAMDEP** Teaching Department
Location to be confirmed by the teaching department

**EXAMELV** Elvin Hall
20 Bedford Way, Institute of Education (IOE)

**EXAMEML**
**EXAMEMU**
**Lower Hall**
Upper Hall
Emmanuel Centre
9-23 Marsham Street
SW1P 3DW

**EXAMCSP**
**EXAMCSU**
**EXAMCCO**
Spice Suite, CCT Venues
Sugar Suite, CCT Venues
Cocoa Suite, CCT Venues
CCT Venues, South Quay,
Canary Wharf, 193 Marsh Wall
E14 9SG

**EXAMJEF** Jeffery Hall
20 Bedford Way, Institute of Education (IOE)

**EXAMMLT**
**EXAMPCG**
**EXAMPCP**
**Theatre**
Maplethorpe Lecture Theatre
UCL School of Pharmacy
29-39 Brunswick Square
WC1N 1AX

**EXAMPOR**
**EXAMSRD**
**EXAMSRM**
**Porchester Hall**
**Dyslexic Student Facility**
**Special Requirements Facility**
Porchester Road W2 5HS
Rooms 112-114
Rooms 347 and 431-433

**EXAMSR**
**Special Facility in Parent Department**
Location to be confirmed by Parent Department

---

**SPECIAL FACILITY VENUES**

Only students with approved special assessment arrangements are eligible to sit examinations in the special facility venues:

**EXAMSRC** Cluster Room Facility
Christopher Ingold Cluster (G20)
20 Gordon Street, WC1H 0AJ

**EXAMSRA** Dyslexic Student Facility
Rooms 112-114
Foster Court
Bloomsbury Campus WC1

**EXAMSRM** Special Requirements Facility
Rooms 347 and 431-433
SSEES
Taviton Street WC1

**EXAMSRRT** Special Facility in Parent Department
Location to be confirmed by Parent Department

---

For further information about special assessment arrangements contact the Examinations Section or Student Disability Services.

---

* These locations are away from the main Bloomsbury Campus and candidates should allow enough time for travelling to these halls.

** EXAMSRD will be in operation from 27 April to 26 May. From 29 May to 9 June, candidates will be assigned to EXAMSRM.

*** Candidates may be assigned to an alternative special facility venue if there is insufficient space in Taviton Street on a particular day. Notification of alternative room assignments will be sent to candidates via their UCL email address in advance of the examination concerned.

---

Maps and directions to all venues can be found in the Examination Venues guide at http://www.ucl.ac.uk/current-students/exams_and_awards/regulations/examination_venues.